Southwestern Region
Pediatric EMS
Education Series
Featured Speaker: Scott DeBoer, RN,
MSN, CEN, CCRN, CFRN, CPEN, EMT-P
Join us for

virtual education

with Scott DeBoer

of Pedi-Ed-Trics! Space is limited, register today!

Broselow Basics & Handling Handtevy:
Do you REALLY know how to use them?

Register Now!

DECEMBER 8, 2021, 6:30 pm - 8 pm

Let’s be honest... When's the last time you sat down and reviewed the ins and outs of the Broselow tape, Pedi-Wheel, or
Handtevy

app?

As

the

saying

goes,

proper

prior

planning

prevents

piss

poor

performance

and

predicts

proficient

performance. (Now that’s a real mouthful!) When confronted with the arrival of a critically ill or injured child, preparation
is the key. Using real-life scenarios, this highly interactive presentation focuses on what you really need to know and what
you really need to have ready. After the first few guided scenarios, you will understand how the various apps, toys, &
tapes actually work and find yourself able to correctly calculate weights, meds, drips, and tubes in seconds. How cool is
that! Now come play!

Vampires, Vancomycin, & the Vena Cava:
DECEMBER 15, 2021, 6:30 pm - 8 pm
Trauma in Pregnancy
When caring for the pregnant trauma patient, one must always remember that there is not one, but two potentially
critically injured patients. The number one cause of fetal death in trauma remains the death of the mother. Keeping this
fact in mind, many of the assessment and management techniques utilized with the non-pregnant trauma patient are
applicable; however, there are distinct and crucial differences that medical personnel should be aware of to allow for
the best possible care of the mother and her yet unborn child.

Expressway & Elevator Deliveries:
Emergency Newborn Care

JANUARY 4, 2022, 6:30 pm - 8 pm

How many times have we said "all patients can make it to L&D..." Most times this statement is true, however, deliveries
can and do occur outside the labor & delivery setting. All EMS & ER professionals should have a basic understanding of
the necessary steps in resuscitation of a newborn. Most infants are healthy and require little more than “catching &
clamping”, however, others may require more extensive resuscitative measures. Using the mnemonics, “keep ‘em pink,
warm, & sweet” & “TOT’s & BOB’s” will assist in these potentially stressful situations. This course has been designed to
teach the “what you really need to know (& will actually remember)” information regarding neonatal assessment &
resuscitation.

